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TYPOLOGIES - PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGES Take photographs to create a sequence using food  It could be the eating, molding, cooking, peeling etc. Take a photograph of your plate 
everytime you eat dinner and/ or finish dinner. Take photographs of a collection (Shoes, Nail varnishes etc.) . Take photographs of items that are the same colour or shape. This is a 
bigger task so you will have until after Half term to complete. Realistically this will take 6hrs to complete over a longer period depending on the subjects you choose to photograph.

Week Commencing 11/05/2020

Catch up calls are Monday at 10am and Friday at 1pm - please join the calls. On Monday, I will be doing an online lesson on My Last Duchess so have a copy of the poem ready to 
annotate. The lesson is in your poetry folder in Class Notebook. Remember - your PETAZL paragraphs on Ozymandias are due in on Monday 11th.

More opportunity to work on your personal project, including writing letters to your personal hero. Message Mrs Jeeves with any problems or concerns. Work should take around 
1 hour 30 minutes. 

Working in two groups : quadratic formula, and simultaneous equations. Quadratic formula group to attend group chat (Tues, 10am) to review and discuss work ahead. 
Simultaneous equations group to attend (Tues, 11am) to review and discuss work ahead (both groups 20 min chat plus approx 40-60 mins book work). Skills Check available Friday 
morning to be completed and uploaded same day (30 mins max). Diagnostic Questions set every Tuesday and Friday (20 mins per session)

10am lesson we will go through the way a writer uses language to create specific effects and also havae a look at the importance of structuring a text and what different effects 
that can produce.

Weekly Skills Check. Consolidate work on reflections/translations. Task will be a revision of probability and check on prior knowledge. Hopefully a kahoot quiz on Friday.

Working with a group, read a monologue from Two Noble Kinsmen and analyse the language and character. Then pick a section of the monologue to perform on video. The work 
should take you 1 hour 30minutes. Video and voice call at 1.15 Thursday. Work handed in by Tuesday 12noon

205ta - Composition - For this weeks task, you will be starting to bring your composition together. Work on anything that you need to continue with (ie lyrics, melody, chords, 
structure, instrumentation etc). Use the attached sheet in assignments to start bringing what you have done so far together. The document asks you to create a chord chart with 
the lyrics, chords and structure you have so far together. If you have any recordings of melodic ideas, or a score you would prefer to send, then please attach that also. You should 
spend at least 2 hours on this piece of work. Any problems or help required, please get in contact. There will be a group chat at 1:15pm on the Tuesday to make sure you all 
understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Tuesday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-
6pm) for feedback.        

Deadline 1st of June. This is a time consuming task so you have 3 weeks to get this done. You should complete the task in 4-6 hrs. For many years artists have studied feet and hands 
to develop their drawing skills
As part of your GCSE you Must have a portfolio of work that shows  HIGH LEVEL drawing skills
Produce A series of drawing studies using feet as your subject matter.
•Use pencil or charcoal depending on what you have
•Use directed lighting to enhance shape.
•Explore a large variety of pencil shades

Subjects

Science and business parks. Pupils are to work through the tasks. There has been some confusion from a few but they are not asking questions or attending the weekly meeting, 
which would help them. This is on Thursdays at 1.30pm. Work is due Monday 18th May at 1.00pm. The work should take the allotted 2 hour slot and perhaps an extra 30-40 mins 
for some.

Mrs Harrington will contact you directly.

Work will continue on 'My Home Town'. There will be a lesson on Friday 15th May at 11.15am. It is important that the group attend as this is when we can practise listening and 
speaking skills.  You will need last weeks sentence builder. The lesson will last 30-45mins and we may try a 'live game' together.  All instructions will be on an Assingment and in 
Class Notebook and there will be a written task (30 mins) and Language Gym or Textivate assignment too (30 mins). All written work to be handed in Wednesday 20th May 6.00pm

Continue to work on research for Alessi package problem. Target completing one of the elements of research this week. 

Feeding relationships in ecosystems, food chains and food webs related to your own ecosystem. tutorial 1pm to 1.30pm Monday. 

The due date for last week's task  was extended to Wednesday 13th May (Exam questions on rate of reaction). There will be twilight session on Monday (4-6pm) if you require any 
help.  New work will be released on Thursday.  We are starting a new topic on crude oil and the substances we extract from it.  However, before we look at crude oil in detail, I 
would like you to think about the ethical issues associated with our extraction of crude oil.  There will be 'chat' session on Thursday (10-12), if you wish to go through this 
assignment, or any of the previous tasks.

Start with a few short exam questions.  Then further work to add to and complete the presentation about the Digital Divide started last week.  I am available on chat or for audio 
calls 10-12am on Wed 13th but no specific meeting needed this week. Deadline Monday 18th. 

Year 10 will do some reading and translation as well as a short writing task on towns/cities, they will work on the formation of questions with and without a question word, and 
work on dual case prepositions. Our online tutorial is on Friday, 10am. Work to be handed in by Wednesday, 5pm. 

Feeding relationships in ecosystems, food chains and food webs related to your own ecosystem. tutorial 1pm to 1.30pm Monday. 

You will launch your new product on the market this week. To do so you will have to come up with a slogan for your chocolate bar and a radio jingle of about 20 seconds.  You will 
also need to research how businesses launch their products and see if you can find some examples of successful launches.  You will be creating this in Powerpoint which will need 
to include good images and photos, and short bullet points for the text (no paragraphs!) You will also need to work out your commentary (in the notes) as you will be completing 
the task and filming the launch next week. 

Topic: Mental Preparation: Pupils will have a tutorial at 1:30pm Tuesday afternoon.  Tasks on the everelaerner will be set, plus a powerpoint and exam style questions to complete.  
Total time 90-120 minutes. 


